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Energy bands of a (111) iron thin film*
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We have performed a tight-binding calculation of the energy bands of a 40-layer (111)ferromagnetic iron thin

film. The matrix parameters were obtained by fitting a bulk calculation of Tawil and Callaway with the
diagonal matrix elements of the layers near the surface shifted to obtain surface charge neutrality. The energy
bands were calculated at 61 points in the irreducible (1/12) two-dimensional Brillouin zone. The planar and

total densities of states are determined and compared to previous results. The differences between the apparent
surface potential on this face of iron compared to the (100) and (110) faces are examined and discussed.
Correlations between the energy-band structure and the planar densities of states are examined.

I. CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND THE DENSITY OF
STATES

In previous papers we reported calculations of
the energy bands and densities of states of 41-
layer (100) (Ref. 1) and 29-layer (110}(Ref. 2) thin
films of ferromagnetic iron. Because the bcc
(100), (110), and (111)interplanar spacings are
—,'a, a/v2, and a/2v3, respectively, a (111)film
of the same thickness would contain 71 layers.
Due to the low symmetry of (111)films, even with
considerably more computational effort, we were
limited to a 40-layer film in this calculation. We
used the same nine basis functions per atom (one
4s, three 4P, and five 3d) and bulk'-derived pa-
rameters as for the other faces. However a (111)
bcc film possesses neither the two-fold normal
rotational axis, which we used in the previous
cases to construct real planar Bloch functions, nor
the central reflection plane which allowed the
Hamiltonian matrix to be reduced by essentially
a factor of 2.

The (111)film unit cell is a hexagonal cylinder
containing one atom from every plane of the film.
There are three types of planes, labeled A. , B,
and C as in the paper of Caruthers et aI. ,

' depend-
ing on whether the atom is located at the center or
alternate corners of the hexagon. If we chose a
film with an even number of layers, 40 in our
case, and orient the hexagonal unit cell so that the
two layers adjacent to the center of the film are
B- and C-type planes, the film will have an inver-
sion center. The two-dimensional Brillouin zone
(2D BZ) corresponding to this unit cell is a hexa-
gon, rotated 90' with respect to its real space
counterpart, having symmetry points and lines
as depicted by Caruthers et at.' If we use our nine
Bloch functions per plane as a basis [as we did on
the (100) and (110) faces j, our Hamiltonian will be
a 360&360 matrix and, unless we are at I or M
(where inversion is a member of the group of k},
this matrix will be complex. Thus, except at I'

and M, the film's inversion symmetry can neither
be used to reduce the matrix size nor to make it
real and the problem becomes computationally
unmanageable.

To overcome this difficulty, we combine, at
points other than I' and M, functions of +k and -k
to produce a new set of 18 Bloch basis functions
per plane which are real and will, therefore, pro-
duce a real 720X 720 Hamiltonian matrix. Using
the inversion symmetry (which is a member of the
group of the combined wave vectors +k and -k)
this is reduced into two identical real 360&360
matrices. By combining even and odd degenerate
eigenfunctions from the two matrices one can re-
gain +k and -k Bloch functions.

At I",K, M and along the symmetry lines &, T,
and T' the size of the matrix is further reduced by
using the symmetrized combinations of basis func-
tions listed in Table I. The compatibility relations
are listed in Table II.

This Hamiltonian was evaluated separately for
the majority and minority spin cases at 61 points'
in the —,', 2D BZ (576 points in the full 2D BZ). The
total and planar densities of states (TDS and PDS)
were then calculated in the same way as on the
(110}face. ' The zeroth-neighbor parameters on

the planes near the surface were adjusted to pro-
duce a charge neutral surface.

On the (100) and (110) surfaces, charge neutral-
ity was obtained by shifting the ss„PP„and ddo

par am eter s on the surf ace layer by -0.022 Ry.
For this face, the Fermi energy (corresponding to
8.00 electrons/atom in the bulk) is at -0.335 Ry as
it was on the other faces. With no shift in the
surface parameter the surface layer has a deficit
of -0.42 electrons/atom with smaller but notice-
able deficits on the two layers adjacent to the sur-
face and small surpluses on the preceding layers.
When the surface parameters were shifted -0.022
Ry as before, the surface layer had a surplus of
0.19 electrons/atom while the adjacent nineteenth
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TABLE I. Symmetrized combinations of basis functions transforming according to the group
of the two-dimensional (2D) wave vector at symmetry points and lines. The 2D unit cell is as-
sumed to be scaled and oriented such that one of the nearest neighbors in the plane is at a
Cartesian coordinate (i, 0) and the normal direction to the plane is z. The basis functions are
given by their transforming symmetry (i.e. , z =p, ). The subscripts i-4 denote the construc-
tion of the function f such that

f& =p~ [f(r H, )+f—(r+H, )]cosk g, f2 =Q, [f(r R,) wf—(r+R )] sink FT&,

f&
——P~ [f(r R~) +f—(r+R)] sink ~ R, f4-—Q, [f(r H) wf(—r+H)]cosk H,

The upper sign applies to s and d functions and the lower sign to p functions. The three-di-
mensional (3D) vector I selects a particular plane and the sum runs over all sites j on that
plane. For all 0 except I' and M, the subscripts i and 2 may be replaced by 3 and 4, re-
spectively, producing the two-fold degeneracy discussed in the text.

Basis functions

(f}+I'3

(2}+

I (1}—
3

T(2)-
3

sf, zf, (3z —r )f
2 2

s4, z4, {3z —r )4
2 2

yf, yzf, (x —y )f

Xf s Xyf s Xzf

-y )4

X4 s Xy4 s XZ4

I =(o, o)

I= (0, 2~/W3)

A sf s yf s zf s yzf s (x y )f ) (3z —r )f

(s i —M p), (Wsg —s y2) (s g
—s p) 4p (

—~zy 2),

[ &(x2 y2) ~3( 2 y2) ] I &(3Z2 r2) ~33 (3z2 r2) ]

(—,'sf+~23 s2), (-2yf+~3y2), (2zf+~3z2), {-,'yzf+ 2223yz2),

[-,'(z' —y'), + ~»3 (z' —y'), ], [,'(3z' —r'), + ~-3(3»'- r'), ]

S4s y4~ Z4 yZ4» (X y )4s ( Z 42 2 2 2

(&~3s, +ss4), (~3y3+ sy4), (ss»3»3+q»4), (sv 3y»3+sy»4)»

( '-y')3+-{ '-y')4 ( '- ') +~( '- ') ]

(~3s3 Q s4) (~g3 y3 —2y4), ( k/ 3 z3 —gz4), (~3yz3 —2|yz4}

(x —y )& —2{x —y )4], I.~3{3z —r )3—~{3z —r )4]

A: xf, xyf, xzf

a: (~, -~3x2), {~yf-~3xy2), (~z, -~3xz2)
C: (~, +~3X2), {~y,+~3

A: x4, xy4, xz4

(ggg3x3+ 2%4), {M3xyq+ gxy4), {~3xz3+yxz4)

{~3X3 2x4), {M3xy3 2xy4) s (222 3xz3 Qxz4)

E(32 7[, 2'/v 3)
A: sf, zf, (3z —r )f

2 2

a: (i/2W2)(W3x, -y, + x, +W3y, ), (i/2W2)(W3xz, -yz, +xz, +W3yz, ),
(i/2v 2 ) tW3xyf —(x' —y')f + xy2+ W3{x' —y')2]

C: (i/2v2 )(W3xf -yf —x2 —v3y2), (i/2v2 )(v3 xzf -yzf —xz2 —v 3yz2),

(i/2v2 ) [v»yf —(x' —y')f —xy2 —v 3 (x' —y')2]
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TABLE I. (Continued}

Symrnetr y Basis functions

A: s2, z2, (3z —r )2
2 2

8: (i/2W2)(xf + WByf —WBX2+ y2), (i/2W2)(xzf + WByzf —WBXZ2+ yz2),

(i/2W)[xyf+WB(x -y )f-WBxy2+(x -y ), ]

C: (i/2W2)(xf + WBy f + WBx2 y2) (i/2W2)(xzf + WByzf + WBxz2 yz2),

(1/2v2) fxy +v3 (x -y ), v3 y —( —y )2]

A: x2, yi, xy2, xz2, yzf, (x —y )f

8: (is& —~23 s2), (u&& —2v 3s,), [q(3s2 —r2), —~23(322 —r')2],

(i/2@2)(WBxf+yf+x2 —v3y2), (i/2v2)(WBxzf+yzf+xz2 &Byz2),

(i/2~2) [~Bxyf+ (x'- y')f+ xy2 —~3(x -y )2]

C. {~sf+~23s,), {~zf+-,'~3z2), H~~ {BZ2-r2)f+ ~{3z2-r2)2],

(i/2~2)(~Bxf+y, x, + ~3y2), (i/2~2)(~Bxzf+yz, —xz, + WByz2),

(i/2~2) [WBxyf+ (x'- y'), —xy, + WB(X2 -y'), ]

g(2)
2 A, xf, y2, xyf, xzf, yz2, (x —y )2

2 2

jp: (~3sf+ ~s2), {&~3zf+zz2), f~g3 {Bz —r )i+ 2{BZ —r )2],

(i/2&2)(xf -WByf —WBX2- y2), (i/2W2) (xzf —WByzf -WBXZ2- yz2),

(i/2W2) fxy, -WB(x'-y'), —WBxy, —(x'- y'), ]

C: (~3 sf —gs2) (~3zf —2z2), [~3{BZ —r ) f
—2(3z —r ) 2],

(i/2&2) {xi—v 3 yi+ v 3 x2+ y2), (i/2W2)(xzi —WByzf + WBXZ2+ yz2),

(i/2&2) fxy, —WB(x'- y'), + WBxy2+ (x'- y'), ]

Z=(0, a) 0 &a &2~/WB

sf s2 yf y2 zf, z2, yzf, yz2, (x —y )i, (x —y )2, (Bz —r )f,
2 2 2 2 2 2

(Bz'- r'),
xf, x2, xy i, xy2, xzf ~ xz2

7 =a(~z, 27t/WB) 0 &a &i

si' {~3xf yi)' zi f ~xyi (x y )f] {~3 yz )

( '- '), , {~2+MBy2), f~y2+2~3(x'-y')2], (hz2+kayz2)
s2& Z2~ {Bz r )2& {~Bx2 2y2)~ f ~3xy2 2{x y )2]s

Kfyf), l~yf+~23(X2-y2)f], (~zf+~23y

(X, 2z/WB) 0 &x &-,' 7t

A: si X2 yi zf xy2 xz2 yzi 2 2 2 2

si ~3s2), {2yf 4/gy2), {2zf—~BZ2), {syzf —~3yz2),

[g(X2-y2)f —Vp3{x -y )2], fk{BZ —& )i —k~z —r )2],

{~3xf+-,'x2), (~g3xyf+ wy2), {&3xzf+~Z2)

{2sf+ ~3s2), {~f+ 222 By2), {gzf + 4/3 z2), {2yzf+ ~3yz2),

Q{x y )f + ~3{x'-y'), ], f 2~{BZ —r )i+ 2223 {Bz —r )2],

{~BX,-~,), (~3xy, —wy, ), {~BXZ,—~z, )
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TABLE I. (Continued)

Symmetry Basis functions

A: s2, x~, y2, z2, xy~, xz~, yz2, {x —y )2, (3z —r )2

(-,'~3~, + -,'8,} (~~3y, + -,'y, ) (~~3 z + —,
' z ) (-,'&ayz, —,'yz, }

[~3(x'-y'), + —,*(x'-y'},], (222 3 (3z' —r'), + —,'(3z' —~') 2],

(2x& —~23x2), (2xy& —~~gxy2), (2xz& —2~3xz2)

(~3g —2 82)~ (2223yg —2y2)~ (2223zg —2z2). (~+3yzg —2yz2).

1~3( '-y'), --.'( '-y'), &, t~3( '- '},-l(3 '- '),3,

(ax(+ M3x, ), (2xy(+ ~3xy2), (2xzq+ ~23xz2)

and eighteenth layers had deficits of -0.27 and
-0.11, respectively. With a lesser shift of -0.014
By on the surface to make the surface layer charge
neutral, the nineteenth and eighteenth layers still
were short -0.23 and -0.13 electrons/atom, while
the thirteenth through seventeenth layer had sur-
pluses of up to 0.05 electrons/atom. To smooth
out this charge distribution, we shifted the three
groups of (ss„PP„dd,}parameters on the eight-
eenth, nineteenth, and surface (twentieth) layers
by —0.007, -0.015, and -0.017 Ry, respectively,
to produce planar charge densities of (starting
from the surface plane and moving inward) 7.947,
8.009, 7.977, 7.998, 7.982, 8.033, 8.039, 8.000 elec-
trons/atom with a deviation of less than 0.006 from
the bulk value of 8.00 electrons/atom on the re-
maining planes. The deficit of 0.053 on the surface
layer could have been removed by another iteration
with slightly changed parameter shifts but it was
not thought worthwhile since the shift of param-
eters on the first three planes would not affect the
surpluses of 0.033 and 0.039 on the fifth and sixth
planes in from the surface. A surplus of 0.042

TABLE II. Compatibility r elations.

I 3 Zg, Z2, T(, T2

F3 Z(, Z2, T(, T2

Mg Z), Tf

Mi Z(, T2

M Z, T2

M2 —Z2, Tf

E f T$g Tf

+1 T2~ T2

E2 Tf ~ T2p Tfg T2

electrons/atom was found on the third plane in
from the (100}surface. ' Since the parameter
shifts there were confined to the surface plane and
since the (100) interplanar separation is v3 times
the (ill), the surpluses in the two cases are about
the same distance from the surface perturbation.
Our surface charge of 7.947 electrons/atom had
spin polarization 5.1044 and 2.8434 compared with
the bulk 5.1604 and 2.8404. Because our param-
eter shifts are limited to zeroth-neighbor param-
eters, it is obvious that these planar charge densi-
ties are only approximate and that self-consistent
calculations are needed.

These results do strongly suggest, however, that
the surface potential on the (111)face of bcc Fe is
quite different from the surface potential on the
(100) and (110}faces. This is not unexpected con-
sidering the considerable structural differences
of the (ill) surface. The (111) interplanar spacing
is by far the smallest being & the bulk nearest
neighbor distance, i.e., one of an atom's nearest
neighbors lies three planes away, whereas for the
(100) and (110) surfaces the nearest neighbors were
never any further than one plane away. Thus the
atoms in the eighteenth plane, having lost a. near-
est neighbor, feel the presence of the surface
strongly. This accounts for the need to vary the
zeroth-neighbor parameters in the eighteenth layer
to obtain even approximate charge neutrality.
Along with a small interplanar spacing goes a large
intraplanar spacing; there are no first or second
neighbors to an atom within its own plane. Since
our matrix element parameters include only first-
and second-neighbor interactions, our model has
no direct interaction between atoms on the same
plane. This may account for the large flow of
charge out of the eighteenth and nineteenth planes
when the surface plane's zeroth parameters were
shifted without corresponding shifts in the eight-
eenth and nineteenth planes. We mention in pass-
ing that it is these structure differences which
make the (ill) face the only one upon which the
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catalytic conversion of N, and H, into ammonia
occurs. '

The TDS and PDS for various planes in the forty
layer film are given by Figs. 1 and 2 for the

majority- and minority-spin cases, respectively.
In both cases, the TDS and PDS on the interior
planes near the middle of film are similar to the
results from the (100) and (110}faces and to the
bulk density of states of Tawil and Callaway' from
which the parameters were derived. The surface
PDS (plane 20) for both spins have the expected
smaller second moment compared to the TDS.
They have, in each spin, three sharp peaks which,
especially for the peak of highest energy, are
sharper and more extreme than the peaks in the
TDS. The peaks are caused by surface resonances
which we will discuss in detail in Sec. II. The
PDS does not closely resemble the TDS until four
or five layers into the film particularly in Fig. 1,
the majority case. This long settling length is due

to the surface potential shifts and structure of the
(111)face.

The PDS for the two most interior planes are
nearly identical and what differences do exist may
be within the noise level. Somewhat larger are. the
differences between the TDS and interior plane
PDS obtained here and those obtained previously
for the (100}and (110}films. These differences
we believe exceed the noise level and are due both
to the relative thinness of this (111}film which is
only 60% as thick as the previous (100) and (110)
films and to the shift of the atomic parameters
over three layers rather than just the surface
layer.

These results for the surface PDS are similar
to the results of Desjonqueres and Cyrot-Lack-
mann. ' This similarity was at first surprising
since significant differences between their results
and ours were seen on the (100) and (110}films.
In these cases the differences were traceable to
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FIG. 1. Planar and total densities of states for the majority-spin case in. units of electrons per atom per Ry. Layer 1
is the plane nearest the film center, while layer 20 is the surface plane.
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FIG. 2. Planar and total densities of states for the minority-spin case in units of electrons per atom per Hy. Layer 1
is the plane nearest the film center, while layer 20 is the surface plane.

the omission of s-d and P-d hybridization effects
in their calculation. In Sec. II we will show that
the structure seen in the surface PDS for this
film is primarily due to d-band resonances rather
than s-d or P-d hybridized surface states. Thus,
the similarities in their and our results for the
surface PDS are expected since their calculation
does include an adequate d basis set. When we
compare the potential shifts necessary to neutral-
ize the surface charge in their calculation and
ours, however, we find they required a larger
shift for the (111) surface than required for their
other surfaces, and their shift is, as for the other
faces, opposite to ours, i.e., a repulsive shift.
Since their tight-binding parameters are derived
from a different calculation than Tawil and Calla-
way, ' we do not know whether this discrepancy
arises from calculation differences or charac-
teristics of the bulk parameters.

Note added in manuscript. We now believe that
the difference between their paramagnetic and our
ferromagnetic calculation can be accounted for
as follows. The paramagnetic Fermi energy lies
on a large peak on the high-energy side of the TDS.
The fact that the surface PDS is narrower than
the TDS means that a large number of states above
the Fermi energy in the TDS are below it in the
surface PDS yielding a surplus of surface charge.
In the ferromagnetic case the Fermi energy lies
well above this peak in the majority-spin TDS so
that the narrowing of the surface PDS causes only
a very small majority-spin surface electron sur-
plus. The Fermi energy lies in a minimum be-
tween the high- and low-energy peaks in the minor-
ity spin TDS. There is no a p«o«way to tell if
the narrowing of the surface PDS will cause a net
increase or decrease of minority spin states be-
low EF. The calculation of course shows that it
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causes a, moderately large deficit of minority-
spin surface electrons which overwhelms the small
majority-spin surplus. We believe that both this
calculation and the paramagnetic' calculation
underestimated the surface electronic charge (be-
fore the surface parameters were shifted} because
the limited linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals
(LCAO) basis set could not account for the charge
lying beyond the surface (which we consider to be
part of the surface charge). One could try to cor-
rect this by putting atomic orbitals on the first
missing plane of atoms, This, however, mould be
a poor basis set for describing the wave functions
in a region where they have no atomic character.
It furthermore ~ould have the effect of adding 23
more unknomn parameters to help fit the one known

fact that the surface is charge neutral. We have
just completed an ab initio supplemented-orthogo-
nalized-plane-wave' calculation" for a 13-layer
(100) paramagnetic iron thin film where we obtained
a surface surplus of 1.5 e1ectrons/atom which is
considerably larger than that obtained from the

I CAO calculation. "' If me mere to repeat this
series of ealeulations on the three faces of iron,
me mould probably ignore surface charge neutral-
ity altogether and choose unshifted surface param-
eters as giving a better picture of the energy bands
in the ferromagnetic case. Fortunately, the hy-
bridized surface states are fairly insensitive to
the surface parameters. On the (111)face most
of the surface states are unhybridized; homever,
the effect of the surface parameter shift was to
pull some surface states into the gaps and other
surface states out so that the total number of sur-
face states was practically unchanged as mas the
overall picture of the energy bands.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE ENERGY BANDS

Figures 3-5 are the energy bands for this (111)
40-layer film of ferromagnetic iron. In each
figure, the upper set of bands are for the minority
spin while the lower set are the majority spin
case. Figure 3 shoms the composite band struc-
ture along the ~, T', and T directions. Figures
4 and 5 show the subbands ~„T,', T, and E„T,', T„
respectively. Surface states, when the gaps con-
taining them are visible, are indicated by solid
lines for as long as the surface states persist.
The bands at the high-symmetry points are also
shomn with pairs of surface states indicated by
the dots, As was the case for the bands of the
(100) and (110) films, the minority-spin bands,
aside from an upward shift of about 0.0'7 Ry, are
very similax to the majority-spin bands.

For the (100) and (110) films, surface states
always occuxred in pairs with one state in the *'+"

ill)IPjt

. ~iSS
l

FIG. 3 Majority- and minority-spin energy bands.
The upper set is the minority bands and the 1ovrer set
the majox'ity bands.

reflection symmetry and the other in the "-"re-
flection symmetry. The present case still has
surface states occurring in pairs but the grouping
depends on the location of the surface states in 0
space. For surface states at I and I' one state
occurs in the even and one in the odd inversion
symmetx ies. In the K, symmetries, one state mill
belong to K,

' and one to K, . The K, pair of sur-
face states are partners in the two-fold degenerate
K, representation. This is the only case in which
the pair of surface states remains degenerate even
if the decay length is large compared to the film
thickness. One can choose the K, surface states
to be either even and odd under the tmo-fold rota-
tion about the K axis or to be localized on the film
surfaces. Surface states in T,' (or T, ) will have
one member of the pair in T,' (or T, ) with the other
member in T,' (or T,). Surface states occurring in

Z„Z, or at a 0 of no symmetry occur as pairs
within the same representation since the group of
the mave vector contains no operation that inter-
changes the tmo surface planes.

Beginning with the coxnpos ite bands in Fig. 3,
me find the only absolute gaps, for either spin,
are located around the K point. The majority-spin
bands have four gaps at K with the largest gap
opening upward around K from -0.1 Ry. This gap
does contain a surface state at +0.047 Ry which is
not shomn in the picture. The lower three K gaps
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'2

lgggy

l5~e4
see~.==

gml

pm'
~e~

K

FIG. 4. Majority- and minority-spin energy bands for
the &(, T f', , and T

g symmetries. The upper set is the
minority bands and the lower set the majority bands.

persist briefly in the T and T' directions and con-
tain a total of six pairs of K, and K, surface states
which, like the gaps, continue briefly in the T and
T' directions. Although these states moved when

the surface potentials were adjusted to obtain ap-
proximate charge neutrality, the total number of
surface states in these gape (and elsewhere in the
film) remained constant. The minority composite
bands and absolute gaps differ in only two points.
The uppermost K gap has moved to above the
vacuum level while an additional small gap has
opened around K around the Fermi level. In the
minority bands there are ten pairs of surface
states at K and they persist, as in the majority
bands, briefly in the T' and T directions.

The ~„T,', and T, bands of Fig. 4 show no new

band gaps or surface states. In the ~, bands near
M at -0.5 Ry for the majority and -0.3 By for the
minority bands, the band structure seems to indi-
cate a gap containing a single ~, surface state.
This apparent but actually non-existent gap is the
result of our finite 40-layer film where a rapidly
rising s band covers a gap between two very dense
d bands. The apparent surface state is one of what

would be a continuum of s-band bulk states in a
semi-infinite crystal.

The ~, bands in Fig. 5 contain, for each spin,
two subband gaps which exist only in the ~, states
and do not persist in any direction away from ~.
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FIG. 5. Majority- and minority-spin energy bands for
the ~2, T 2, and T 2 symmetries. The upper set is the
minority bands and the low set the majority bands.

The upper gap at I' runs from the top of the upper
I; band to well above the vacuum level. It narrows
down as it approaches M where it coincides with
the M, gap. This gap in the majority bands does
not contain any surface states. The second gap
opens at 1 as a I; gap around -0.5 Ry and pinches
off midway to M. It contains three ~, pairs of
surface states along the top, upper middle, and
bottom of the gap. These states persist as reso-
nances away from Z. Since 1", and I', are them-
selves two-fold degenerate, the ~, bands contain
resonances near I' which account for the other six
surface states indicated at I;. For the minority
Z, bands, the lower gap, now centered around the
Fermi energy, is similar to its maj or ity spin
counterpart. The upper ~, gap near M has a sur-
face state pair going into M, which is identifiable
only near M. These surface states have very long
decay lengths, requiring some 15 layers to decay
to I/e of their surface amplitude. The band limits
and the decay length of the surface states at M,
were determined by a calculation on a 120-layer
film. These surface states are nearly independent
of the surface potential and arise from the same
kind of bulk band structure as caused identical M,
surface states in the (100) face calculation. In the
(100) case the gap pinched off where the surface
states disappeared and then reopened. Because
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FIG. 6. Extent of the significant resonances in the
2D BZ. Although the energies of the resonance bands
are different for the two spin cases, the number of
these bands and their extents in the 2D BZ were found

to be the saxne. The cross-hatched regions indicate
wher e the resonances are most pronounced.

of the lower symmetry, we have not cheeked to
see if that is the case here although we believe it
ls.

Because these surface states are so few and
cover such small regions of A' space, they do not
significantly contx ibute to the PDS on the surface
and near surface planes. Resonances, on the
other hand, account for almost all of the structuxe
seen in the surfaces PDS for both the majority
and minority spin bands. Because the d bands are
so flat, and since there are no major gaps to bend
the paths of these resonances, the resonances in
both spins run around the 2D BZ in very flat bands

and produce sharp peaks in the surface PDS shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 6 shows the regions of the
—,', 2D BZ over which these resonances are most
prevalent. Note, for each spin, there are three
resonance bands and that the minority resonances
cover the same areas as their majority-spin
counterpaxts but occur in an energy approximately
0.15 Ry higher. This shift is somewhat greater
than the shift of 0.07 Ry seen at the bottom of the
bands but instead corresponds to the approximate
displacement of the d bands between the two spins.
This displacement is best seen in Fig. 5 in the
pure d Z, bands. Note that the high-energy peak
in the density of states (Figs. 1 and 2) is a double
peak whose high-energy side is larger in the in-
terior but that as the surface is approached, the
high-energy side is quenched and the low-energy
side becomes the largest peak in the PDS. This
peak is due to the highest-energy resonance and
the eigenfunctions of this xesonance tend to have
large amplitude on both the surface and first in-
terior plane. Indeed, for the minority spins this
PDS peak is somewhat laxger on the nineteenth
plane than on the twentieth. The medium-energy
resonance wave functions are large only on the
surface plane and this peak appears only on the
surface PDS. The low-energy resonance wave
functions tend to have large amplitude as far as
two or three layers below the surface. This reso-
nance is visible as a peak, however, only on the
surface PDS. It contributes to the upper shoulder
of the broad low-energy PDS peak for several
layers below the surface.
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